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ABSTRACT
In the past few decades, the attitude towards the study of foreign languages has changed. Now it is difficult to find a person who would not feel the need to learn foreign languages. Previously, people simply did not understand how knowledge of another language can change their lives, expand their horizons and change their worldview. This article reveals methods of intensive language teaching as the most successful.
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DISCUSSION
The study of a foreign language in the modern world is one of the important components of the moments in the life of a modern, successful person. Knowledge of a foreign language is not only desirable, it is necessary. Today there are more and more people who want to know a foreign language, because this knowledge gives them new opportunities and makes their spiritual world richer. Ideally, an educated, ambitious person should be fluent in several foreign languages, constantly polish and improve them, because learning foreign languages is not at all a boring process. This is a creative, exciting activity that develops the worldview, allows you to improve logical thinking, the ability to express your thoughts concisely and clearly [4].

The process of high-quality study of a foreign language should be interesting, exciting, include various forms of acquiring knowledge and skills.

Currently, there are many ways and methods of mastering English available, and one of these methods is online. This method is the most acceptable for a modern person, since it makes it possible to independently choose a time and place for learning, the only necessary things are Internet access and a computer. Everyone knows that when learning, for the greatest achievement of the result, it is necessary to use visual, motor and auditory types of memory in the complex. Visual and motor memory is responsible for acquiring skills like reading and spelling. Auditory memory is responsible for speech perception and understanding. Motor memory is responsible for developing communication and pronunciation skills.

To obtain a greater effect when learning a language, it is recommended to place the greatest emphasis on the type of memory that is more suitable, but you cannot give up the complex. Online learning now allows not only to apply methods affecting all types of memory, but also to approach the student individually, creating an emphasis on various types of memory [2, p. 357]. In the process of studying business English, you should pay attention to the fact that each specific specialty, industry, focus has its own specifics. Take, for example, a sales manager and a medical professional, their business vocabulary will be diametrically different, and in some cases, some of the same expressions and words have dissimilar meanings. It is also necessary to understand that mastering business English requires knowledge in a certain area. But you need to understand that studying business English will give the student a set of basic words and phrases, you will have to learn all the subtleties on your own. In the modern world, there are a large number of methods and ways to learn the necessary foreign languages online:

Learning vocabulary from an online textbook involves independent study. This course is usually divided into lessons, which consist of theoretical information and rule-based exercises. There are usually links to the exercises with the correct answers.
Video lessons develop listening comprehension, grammar, pronunciation, and also replenish vocabulary. Thematic dictionaries of the English language, where, for convenience, the vocabulary is divided by topic and it is possible to find words on a topic of interest. Topics in English are used for independent work on the development of speech and pronunciation, as well as preparation for lessons or exams.

Communication with native speakers is an excellent method for those who already have minimal knowledge, serves to improve their knowledge and consists in communicating with foreigners on free English-speaking dating sites, as well as practicing with a native speaker repeater online using the Skype "Or" Zoom ". Almost all known methods of mastering a foreign language are used to teach beginners, but some of them are more successful, others less, since some approaches already require a skill. In its "pure" form, one or another technique is usually not used, but several are combined.

Grammar-translation method. This method of teaching English includes learning the language by mastering grammar, reading and translating texts. First of all, example sentences are selected for rules and schemes, then they move on to larger texts, which, as a rule, are translated initially from English into Russian, then from Russian into English. This method is suitable for the initial study of the rules for constructing sentences, word order. [2, p. 355-357].

The audio-linguistic method consists in repeating the phrases said by the teacher or reproduced from the device. Then the student not only repeats, but also adds his sentences to the story. The advantage of the method is that the student acquires the practice of pronunciation, the disadvantage is in copying someone else's style and accent. The method of silence excludes the "speaking" of the teacher in the classroom. Initially, all communications with students are carried out using special plates indicating the sounds of English speech. The technique is useful in that the student independently learns pronunciation, and this is especially important in learning English from scratch.

The method of physical response is interesting in that during the first lessons the student is not required to react to the words or tasks of the teacher, the student only listens and reads the texts. Then the teacher begins to teach actions (for example, gives the task to "get up" or "walk", of course, in English, and the group follows his commands). Only after the study of physical reactions begins the language practice of communicating with the teacher or teaching colleagues. This method is also useful for the initial level of study, as it contributes not only to perception, but also to deep assimilation of the material. [2, p. 353-354].

The immersion method is considered one of the most effective ways to start learning a foreign language in adulthood. Students seem to be "immersed" in the world of what they are studying - the whole group speaks only English with each other and the teacher. This helps students relax and feel free to communicate.

In addition, there are two so-called "methodological paradigms" of teaching foreign languages, the components of which are often diametrically opposed. These parts or parts of these parts are erroneously called "methods" or "techniques", individually they do not form a whole:

The academic paradigm is characterized by: adherence to the language norm; intolerance to mistakes, their widespread correction; limiting variability; restriction of barbarism; encouraging neologisms / terms; transfer teaching method; imitative-structural assimilation of the material. The naturalistic paradigm is characterized by: adherence to the speech norm; tolerance for mistakes; encouraging variability; encouragement of barbarism; intolerance to neologisms / terms; direct communicative teaching method; imitative-functional or cognitive-functional assimilation of the material. [1, p. 21].

However, if the teacher and students do not share the same working language, then the direct communication method is the only possible way of teaching. Everything is used for explanations: pictures, diagrams, gestures, etc., and at first glance it seems funny and easy, but it only seems ... Of course, a well-implemented translation method gives faster progress, motivation, and, as a result, better knowledge than uninterrupted. Even in a linguistic environment, the direct communicative method is inferior to the translated or mixed one.

The advantages of electronic textbooks are: firstly, their mobility, secondly, the availability of communication with the development of computer networks, and thirdly, the adequacy of the level of development of modern scientific knowledge. On the other hand, the creation of electronic textbooks also contributes to the solution of such a problem as the constant updating of information material. In addition, knowledge control is carried out with the help of electronic textbooks - computer testing. [1, p. 9].

The electronic dictionary combines the functions of searching for information of interest, demonstrating language patterns and makes it possible to master educational material using a special system of exercises. All modern electronic dictionaries use the audio tools of multimedia personal computers to reproduce pronunciation [5].

It can be concluded that practically all known methods of mastering a foreign language are used for teaching beginners, but some of them are more successful, others less, since some approaches already require a skill. In its "pure" form, one or another technique is usually not used, but several are combined. The use of computer programs opens up
new opportunities in teaching English, because using them in English lessons, the teacher is faced with new forms and methods of teaching.
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